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1. Executive summary

1.1 This submission is built on Social Prescribing (SP) and Migration research conducted through a co-production design (two roundtables). The aim of the co-production roundtables was to identify barriers and facilitators of health service access and satisfaction among migrants, and recommendations for using SP with migrant populations.

1.2 The submission focuses on four key topics which are discussed in detail within the main body of this submission below:
- A holistic approach to the health needs of migrant populations
- Barriers to health service access, satisfaction with healthcare and implications for SP
- Unique Challenges for SP Delivery
- Strategies to improve service access and migrant satisfaction with services

1.3 A day-long event was held in December 2019 at Nottingham Trent University. 40 participants attended, including members of charity organisations working with vulnerable migrants (refugees, trafficked people, etc.), migrants with a range of lived experiences, Social Prescribing Link Workers, academics researching migration and Social Prescribing, and Local Authority representatives.

1.4 Our roundtable participants emphasised the importance and potential benefits of SP to address the health needs of migrant populations. This is in recognition of the multiple needs migrants’ face, which includes housing, safety, poverty, migration status, language, adaptation to a new culture and country, access to education, employment and participation in cultural, political and social life. As such, SP initiatives need to be responsive and flexible to accommodate the unexpected changes and crises points that many migrants face (e.g. around legal application stage, homelessness etc.). Involving those with lived experience in SP can help recognise and identify successful strategies to address such crisis points and challenges.
1.5 For SP to be effective it needs to be fully accessible to migrants. The participants in the roundtable recognised barriers relating to lack of awareness among migrants and health workers about migrants’ rights to healthcare. This led to reluctance to health care access among migrants and issues with registration with primary care services. In addition, this impacted quality of health provided as some primary care practices used the limited appointment times to ascertain migrants’ right to healthcare, and migrants felt they were not believed, or their health concerns were not taken seriously. Barriers to healthcare access and SP initiatives could also relate to migrants being in precarious employment, time and resource limitations to attend SP initiatives, and practical issues around care responsibilities.

1.6 It is essential for migrants and those referring to SP to have a good understanding of the link between health needs and SP, which can lead to higher engagement, trust and satisfaction with SP. At times, transfer of this knowledge is inhibited by language and cultural understanding of health and health systems. Some of these challenges can be overcome by increasing buy-in and referrals to SP through involving trusted community organisations, and referrers and Link Worker with lived experience. Making Every Contact Count initiative can also increase access amongst the hardest to reach migrant populations. Time must be allocated within SP for building rapport and engaging in conversations using language that both sides are comfortable with and enable shared understanding.

1.7 There are also potential issues regarding appropriateness, safeguarding, and the values of the community groups that SP initiatives refer to. There needs to be careful consideration of the ability of groups to meet needs of some of the most vulnerable migrants such as victims of trafficking, gender violence, torture survivors etc. Where trauma or sensitive issues are discussed, there needs to be adequate expertise with the groups and Link Worker, to ensure the disclosure is addressed with sensitivity and appropriate support is signposted. At present, community groups were unclear about who is responsible and contributes to these regulation and developments, which are expensive, require specialist input and time consuming for individual organisations.

1.8 Many migrants report the value of group participation in terms of meeting needs relating to belonging and connection. However, an essential part of these benefits relies on participation and connection with communities. As part of SP, more effort should be placed to increase community acceptance of migrant populations and integration into community life, which will benefit migrant participation, enhance their social capital and intergroup trust. Integration of migrants in community activities should be managed with care in recognition of their need for paid work, meaningful activities and prior skills, as well as potential safeguarding issues.

1.9 In response to this call for evidence we recommend that prior to applying SP to migrant population care should be taken in relation to their holistic needs, crisis points, safeguarding needs, economic and other practical needs, and the experiences of distrust and stigmatisation in relation to health services and communities. Integration of existing successful initiatives, organisations already supporting migrants (e.g. faith groups, schools etc.) and those with lived experience in the design of new SP initiatives would improve access and satisfaction with what the SP have to offer. If the responsibility for health and wellbeing is shared with
communities, this needs to be matched with funding and resources required for them to carry on their work especially if referrals become successful and sustained.

2. Submission (all information is currently unpublished)

2.1. The submission responds to the key areas laid out in the open consultation call, published on Wednesday 1 July 2020. It is focused on responding to issues of effectiveness of current social prescribing models for migrants and their impact on physical and physical health as well as changes to health care utilisation in the UK. The data is derived from two roundtables with 40 participants including members of charity organisations working with vulnerable migrants (refugees, trafficked people, etc.), migrants with a range of lived experiences, SP Link Workers, academics interested in migration and SP, and Local Authority representatives. The full results are written for a peer-reviewed academic journal which yet to be published. The roundtable was informed by Social Prescribing research conducted by the authors (Kellezi et al., 2019b; Wakefield et al., 2020; Bowe et al., 2020) and migration research conducted by the authors (Kellezi et al., 2019a; Bosworth & Kellezi, 2012; 2015; Kellezi & Bosworth, 2016; 2017; Patel, Kellezi & Williams, 2014; 2016; Kellezi et al., under review)

2.2. A holistic approach to the health needs of migrant populations

Our roundtable participants emphasised that migrant populations’ health and wellbeing are clearly connected to their other rights. More specifically, asylum seekers, undocumented migrants, those with temporary status and even those with newly permanent status (e.g. refugees) are concerned with housing, safety, their immigration status (i.e., whether they have permission to stay in the host country for an extended period), language issues, acculturation, and access to education, employment and health. Without recognising and meeting these needs, interventions like Social Prescribing can be ineffective, and even undermine trust and relationships with health providers. Migrant service users might become offended, feel misunderstood or feel ignored if the SP they are offered does not meet what they believe to be their most essential needs. If the situational needs of the individual (such as their immigration status) are not addressed by SP, then support for mental health becomes invalid and temporary. Similar findings are reported in detailed interviews with migrants inside Immigration Removal Centres (Kellezi et al., under review). The SP initiatives provided to migrant populations thus need to differentiate between situational distress (due to migration status) and other types of distress (long term health conditions). On the other hand, as SP interventions are designed to address social and psychological needs, they can help recognise the realities of peoples’ lived experience.

Another important part of the context of migration is the temporality of resources and challenges that migrants face. There are important pressure points in the migration journey which SP referrers and providers need to understand and account for. For example, there are crisis points that can come even from positive outcomes such recognition of legal status, which can lead to involuntary changes in accommodation, schooling, financial support etc. Thus, SP providers needs to acknowledge the need for an intervention which is flexible enough to address the unique crisis points in the
migrants’ experiences. There will be different pressure points for asylum seekers (e.g. application stage, homelessness, etc.) compared to victims of trafficking, or torture survivors. Issues around safety and security might be more relevant for some groups than others. The challenge for health intervention providers, including people who deliver SP, is to understand how support can be provided, sustained, and re-established for people who are going through a crisis. Health models in third sector organisations do address and prioritise the crisis needs which they see as part of their support intervention. Hence, a personalised and holistic approach to health care is essential, which SP can deliver if managed well.

2.2. Barriers to health service access, satisfaction with healthcare and implications for SP

For SP to be effective it needs to be fully accessible to migrants. There are a number of challenges faced by migrants in terms of being able to access healthcare services that relate to availability (non-discriminatory, physically accessible, affordable, informational accessible), acceptability, appropriateness, and quality.

In relation to the accessibility of health services and facilities, many migrants are not aware of their health rights. Sometimes migrants have been told they must pay for services they are freely entitled to, or to show a certificate that exempts them from paying. This makes them reluctant to access services. In addition, undocumented migrants fear that accessing health services would have implications for their legal status (by making the authorities aware of their presence and/or by impacting negatively on their immigration status; Kellezi et al., under review; Kellezi et al., 2019a). There is also confusion among health providers and community organisation around what services can be accessed and by whom. Confusion over rights to healthcare access can lead service providers and community organisations to decide not to make referrals if they believe that access to further required services is not available (e.g., a community organisation may choose not to refer a migrant to their GP if they know that the migrant actually needs specialised secondary services). GPs can spend almost all of the 10-minute appointment trying to establish the migrant’s rights to health care access, which makes the experience frustrating and ineffective for both parties. Migrant organisations have reported instances of GP practices being unwilling to register migrants as patients, or ambulance services questioning migrants’ entitlement to receive NHS healthcare. In addition, some migrants may not be registered with GP services, so GPs cannot be the only point of access or referral to SP.

Many migrants have to rely on limited financial support from the state (e.g. asylum support is currently £35.37 p/w; UK Government, 2020), and may only be able to find poorly paid jobs with limited contracts. Many temporary migrants are often employed for seasonal work which is substantially reduced in winter months (Culp & Umbarger, 2004). Zero-hours contracts could also be an impediment to health service uptake, as migrants have limited control over times they work and when they can visit health services which require advance booking (Adams & Prassl, 2018). These challenges have implications for any service access or potential interventions supporting these populations, including SP. For example, migrants may be in precarious work and cannot regularly attend SP sessions. For some, attending community groups can be very difficult when they are time and resource poor. Often they are required to care
for family and children without recourse to the networks of support that they would normally have in their home country. All these barriers to healthcare access raise concerns about accessing SP initiatives predominantly through health services and without additional support.

2.3. Unique Challenges for SP Delivery

Like other populations referred to SP, migrants’ will often be motivated to attend a GP appointment if they expect to receive medication which will help their chronic ailment. If the GP refers the migrant to a community group as part of an SP initiative, the migrant might fail to understand the reasoning behind this decision, and feel they have been ‘cheated’. However, if the referral is arranged by a Link Worker, the migrant might benefit from the personalised approach, and have the opportunity to better understand the link between health needs and SP, which can lead to higher engagement. Understanding the value of SP can thus be essential to increase migrants’ uptake of SP, and to enhance their opinions of it. Care should be taken that the referral is not perceived as a way to avoid providing medical support to migrant populations, especially since many migrants already experience discrimination and alienation in many areas of life, including healthcare services.

Given the problematic language barriers faced by many migrants, migrant organisations suggested the need for more investment in (and opportunities for migrants to attend) ESOL (English for Speakers of Other Languages) classes, or for SP initiatives to include interpreting services. However, it should be noted that the use of interpreters can be bring its own challenges (e.g., cultural differences, inability to translate live group interactions, etc.).

There are also potential issues regarding appropriateness, safeguarding, and the values of the community groups that SP initiatives refer to. There needs to be careful consideration of the ability of groups to meet needs of some of the most vulnerable such as victims of trafficking, gender violence, torture survivors etc. Migrants (like all those referred to SP) might have complex needs that require serious risk control. While it is very difficult to ensure that community groups are regulated, it is important to acknowledge that some types of vulnerable migrants should only be referred to groups that have the required level of skills and structures in place to support those with complex needs. For example, there needs to be careful considerations towards particular groups that might be at risk of grooming and trafficking. Questions should be asked around appropriateness of the group for an individual, and what could be the potential safeguarding implications. At present community groups were unclear about who is responsible and contributes to these regulation and developments, which are expensive, require specialist input and time consuming for individual organisations.

Part of the considerations around safeguarding relates to the high prevalence of trauma among some groups of migrants. Introduction to groups which might bring expectations around explaining stories of migration might be potentially re-traumatising and even offensive as it can remind service users of home office legal interviews. Where trauma or sensitive issues are discussed there needs to be adequate expertise with the groups and Link Worker, to ensure the disclosure is addressed with sensitivity and appropriate support is signposted. For this, there
needs to be a clear system of re-referral to professional support and minimisation of harm, where needed specialised support should be provided in parallel with SP. The organisations identified two types of risks. The first related to potential harm, and the second to the danger of not maintaining appropriate boundaries between service users and service providers. The community groups discussed the example of services based on befrienders who undertake tasks they’re not qualified to do and create boundary issues. This regulatory system should also be responsible for monitoring and removing from approved list of SP referrals organisation or groups where issues are identified.

Another challenge of SP is the careful balance between establishing a group identity which can bring many benefits in the short and long term (increased belonging, reduced loneliness, improved health and wellbeing) and the ethos of some organisations to not create dependency, or over-reliance especially when it is clear that migrants might have to relocate. To address this issue, group participation that enables increased efficacy can be especially beneficial, and this can be enacted by the group or Link Worker. Similarly, some charitable groups (homeless shelter for example) have a mission to get people through the worst but not encourage dependency. Again, the Link Workers can help "scaffold" small groups of service users to other possible SP services when appropriate. There was reference to Opportunity and Change (Opportunity & Change, 2020) which was suggested to be a good model for acute issues, but also help service-users with multiple and complex needs.

SP often relies on referral and collaboration with community organisations. These are however regularly struggling with limited resources. Where people (including migrants) are referred to existing services, care must be taken not to overwhelm these services, and not to change their dynamic if working well. As part of this, SP needs buy-in from all agencies, and careful discussion of time, resources, and responsibilities for each side on the collaboration. The community organisations raised serious concerns about their ability to cope with an efficient referral system which would increase their demands, while they feel they are under-funded and under-staffed. They also raised concerns about the dynamic changes should there be a large influx of new users as most groups rely on older users to provide support and manage running the groups. They suggested that conversations with the Link Worker and community services are key to ensure the groups are not overloaded.

SP needs to be person-centred in recognition of the fact that the diverse migrant groups are not homogenous. This can be challenging especially given the limited resources and the need to manage different priorities. Addressing holistic needs can be expensive and smaller organisations might struggle to receive contracts to maintain existing groups or increasing demands. There is widely debated issue about the positions and responsibility that community and third sector organisations can and should carry in terms of addressing health and wellbeing. If the responsibility for health and wellbeing is shared with communities, this needs to be matched with funding and resources required for them to carry on their work especially if referrals become successful and sustained. Once adequate funding has been provided, there needs to be investment in ensuring ways to make SP sustainable with limited resources in the future. The community organisations are concerned that they have not been consulted about the cost implications to their participation in SP.
Finally, while there is evidence for SP with vulnerable groups (Dayson, & Bashir, 2014; Kellezi et al., 2019b; Wakefield et al., 2020), there needs to be more research on the unique needs and benefits for these type of interventions with migrant populations.

2.4. Strategies to improve service access and migrant satisfaction with services

The organisations and migrants that took part in the symposium, strongly advocated for the benefits of using those with lived experiences of migration in the design and/or implementation of SP initiatives. This will enable establishing trust and feeling a stronger sense of connections at a time when migrants feel lost and overburden with the new environment. Lived experience engagement should be present both at the stage of designing SP services for migrants to meet their unique needs, but also in increasing accessibility and update of services once they are in place. Given the issues of distrust migrants experience in relation to health providers, care should be taken on how even such earlier stages of input are negotiate to ensure a wide and meaningful participation. The next challenge is to ensure that eventually the uptake is extended to the wider groups of potential beneficiaries. A further way to increase meaningful engagement is through employment of Link Worker who are representative of target communities. Thus, those with lived experienced can be engaged in design, delivery, as well as become champions/role models for SP. This model of integration of those with lived experience is widely recognised as very beneficial in health research. In addition, many asylum seekers and refugees are professionals in their country and have expertise and valued skillset. This professional identity is often stripped from them when they come to the UK, so re-engaging with such skills and identities, can bring value to the community and the individual.

A further approach to improve service access and effectiveness would be to increase collaboration and communication between services. Organisations that work with migrants are well informed (and very experienced) on the holistic needs that migrants have, and they can become an important source of information and connection between migrants and health services. In fact, one of the advantages of the SP is the reliance and benefits of sustainable community and third sector organisations. Careful consideration should be given to GDPR issues and transfer of information from health services to the third sector (and vice versa), although this issue applies to all SP provisions.

Some of the challenges that our research and other research has identified relates to the referral system. It is important for the referral systems to incorporate time and space where there is clear information and understand of how the SP pathways could work. Again, this is in recognition the context of migration but also cultural differences in understanding health and mental health. If migrants are provided clear information about the purpose of the referral and SP as intervention, and how it complements rather than addressed all health needs, it is more likely they will not feel offended, or feel that their concerns are being dismissed. Trust is essential for all the stages of SP to be carried out successfully. Trust need to be understood in a context where migrants (especially those that do not have permanent status) feel that all interactions with authorities are defined by an undertone of scrutinising the
veracity of migrants’ accounts. More work needs to be done to increase trust between service providers and service users and to reduce intergroup barriers between them which may lead to stigmatising experiences and disengagement. Where members of the migrant population experience marginalisation, there may be reductions in trust and sense of community belonging. In order to address this issue it is important to increase access and referral to SP not just via health services but also through the wider community and third sector networks. If initial invitations to engage with SP come from charities, or jointly with the charities and health services, it might overcome some of the trust issues among migrant communities.

Where referrals are predominately initiated by GPs, SP is more effective when the GPs themselves and other gatekeepers, understand the benefits of the intervention and ways it is implemented. Buy-in from GPs is essential, as they need to understand which patients presenting with physical or psychological symptoms would be appropriate to refer to SP. A central part of the GP information is understanding the value of SP in supporting those presenting in primary care. This information needs to be clearly communicated to migrants’ communities who might have difference conceptualisation of illness, wellbeing and even community relations. Thus, language and cultural differences and expectations might complicate already complex conversations. GPs and other frontline referrers need to be informed on how to best advise migrant communities and those visiting their practices about what SP is, what it can achieve and why are they being referred. Gatekeepers of frontline services should have an understanding of migrant/asylum seeker rights. All staff on frontline services should (ideally) Make Every Contact Count initiative (NHS England, 2020). Thus a public sector employee may assess one particular set of needs but at the same time is encouraged to refer and signpost to other services where relevant. Other forms of contact relate to police and fire services being able to refer if they see a need, but in the case of migrants, care should be taken to ensure this is not done in a context of distrust and fear. Other community groups could also be particularly relevant for specific migrant populations, for example, many migrant populations will belong to a faith group and be part of that community, which can widen the reach to the populations. Similarly, faith group leaders can be provided with the information about the available other community organisations that could be relevant their members. Access can be increased thus, especially among those who are not registered with GPS, by Link Worker getting involved with community directly e.g. faith centres, schools via the school nurses, and libraries. Link Workers with lived experienced and/or embedded in the communities could act thus as an in-reach service for these even harder to reach populations. In addition, the participating organisations highlighted the importance of removing some of the barriers to access relating to caring responsibilities. The services and activities refugee services offer for example, provide childcare support but are also offered in an environment that is perceived to be neutral and independent from legal case decision-makers.

Migrant organisations advised on the different approaches and considerations when working with vulnerable migrants. They emphasised the importance of meaningful connection and services, where the only agenda is to support the health and wellbeing of this population. Time must be allocated within SP for building rapport
and engaging in conversations using language that both sides are comfortable with, and enable shared understanding. Many migrants engage with institutions and organisations without clearly understanding what their aims are, or what their rights are. Recognition that some of the issues they face cannot be addressed (loss of family and network in home country), but that interventions like SP can offer social connections and meaningful activities can be beneficial. This should be done in recognition that some forms of SP might not be appropriate for everyone and at every stage. Our own work with SP shows that for some people there is too much anxiety around joining groups and that initial focused work with Link Worker might be more appropriate (Kellezi et al. 2019b). More research needs to be done to explore how vulnerable groups that experience loneliness and/or alienation feel about joining activity groups.

It is also essential to take a personalised approach to the needs of vulnerable migrants. This can be acknowledged from a flexible approach take to SP referral and community groups’ attendance. This relates in part to the need to allow for referral to be discussed and agreed with the service user from the very first contact but also as those referred move from one service to the other. This flexibility is required because of the wider context of migration, whereby priority needs might take over at least in the short term. However, addressing social needs can still be very beneficial as it can enable and empower service users to better address economic and practical needs in the short and long term. Another challenge relates to the unpredictable nature of rights, housing and migration status. Migrants can be instructed from one day to another of where their accommodation and status will change. If this flexibility is recognised in the contract with groups, both sides will not feel disappointed: migrants not to carry the burden of broken promises, and group leaders will recognise the need for flexibility so that can plan. The flexibility should also recognise the different pressure points that migrants are put in, and the challenges that these pressure points bring. For example, even when the status is granted migrants might be relocated in other parts of the country with very short notice and have no say on the matter. The presence of flexibility can also introduce agency at a time when many decisions about migrants are taken out of their hands. Given some of the more practical and economical challenges of attending SP, where possible funding should be sought for face to face and remote delivery of interventions and activities to further increase the flexibility of services.

Many migrants report the value of group participation in terms of meeting needs relating to belonging and connection. However, an essential part of these benefits relies on participation and connection with communities. As part of SP, more effort should be placed on increase community acceptance of migrant populations and integration into community life. Prosocial behaviour, such as the volunteering involved in some models of SP, allows for participation in community citizenship behaviours and is linked with the building of health-enhancing social capital, support, and trust (Pilkington, Windsor & Crisp, 2012; Poortinga, 2006; Thoits, 2011). This sense of trust is a valuable collective resource capable of reducing threat and uncertainty (Siegrist, Gutscher, & Earle, 2005) and volunteering programmes for hard to reach populations, including migrant communities, have been shown to increase trust in the local area via involvement with local VCS organisations (Bashir et al., 2013). Moreover, the sense of community belonging found to result from SP engagement (Wakefield, et al., 2019) is helpful for improving trust and sense of support because these are facets of shared group membership (Jetten et al., 2012).
However, volunteering opportunities need to be developed and facilitated for those who are not ready yet, and training needs must be carefully considered. It is important to encourage migrants to volunteer who might not have the confidence to do so or who fear rejection. Some charities are not aware asylum seekers can volunteer, as they believe that DBS checks are not possible and language barriers persist.

Here again, the context of trauma is important. For some, despite the willingness to engage in volunteering, the traumatic experience can be challenging to fully participate while managing disclosure. In addition, care must be taken to recognise the potentially vulnerable situation migrants can be positioned when asked to volunteer. The ability to work for free is a luxury many cannot afford which is what is at the core of volunteering opportunities. Many migrant families have to work every hour they can in poorly paid jobs to support themselves so they cannot have the opportunity to engage in volunteering.

Where volunteering raises as part of SP engagement, it needs to be meaningful. There are positive examples with refugee organisations where migrants felt they are allowed to use their skills and not just do basic jobs that give them no satisfaction or opportunities for gaining experience and developing their skills. Negotiating meaningful volunteering might be key and essential for migrants who want to improve their wellbeing through social engagement as well as ability to obtain more meaningful and financially rewarding employment.

Another very important strategy is to learn from successful existing initiatives. Voluntary sector organisations are already successfully doing different versions of SP. Some models of delivery are successful of even overcoming languages barriers, as they are built around for example art, physical activity and food. There are however subsets of migrants, i.e. hidden/not visible population who aren’t attending these types of groups due to one or more of the accessibility barriers highlighted in section 3.2. Assist programme (Leicester, 2020) could be a successful model for implementation. Finally, more research that is culturally appropriate and helps understand the different types of SP is needed.
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